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AGLOW IS...
Aglow International is a Kingdom
Movement committed to seeing God’s will
done on earth as it is in Heaven. We do
this through:
• Mobilizing millions into a company
of warriors, champions, and global
leaders of significance.
• Establishing powerful Kingdom
Communities founded on the fullness
of Christ in every nation of the world.
• Empowering people to develop
resources that enable them to take
advantage of all that God is releasing
from Heaven.
• Forming apostolic teams that
demonstrate the power of Heaven in
the darkest places of earth.
• Cultivating a worldwide presence that
creates an atmosphere of celebration,
impartation, and restoration.

OUR VISION
To carry the truth of the Kingdom that:
• Restores people to a radiant place of
relationship with God and one another
• Breaks the tyranny of oppression
• Brings freedom and empowerment

Every nation touched, every heart changed.
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Every nation touched, every heart changed.

Dear friend,
What is Aglow? Simply put,
Aglow is a work of God that
is changing the world.
The very birth of Aglow is a
miracle sustained since 1967
by the on-going, powerful
work of the Holy Spirit. God
has not allowed us to become
root bound to our past. He has kept us on the
edge of all He is doing using ordinary people in
the nations of the world to make a difference in
the lives of those around them. Only eternity
will reveal what has been accomplished through
God’s people.
Acts 17:6 “These who have turned the world
upside down have come here, too.” certainly
applies to Aglow. We are a group of encouragers
who believe in living our lives in such a way that
God’s Goodness is poured out through us to
those in our realm of influence.
God has spoken that there will be an Aglow
presence in every city, town, and village around
the world. If your dream is to be a part of a
group of people committed to seeing God’s will
done on earth as it is in Heaven, I encourage you
to get involved today!

Jane Hansen Hoyt
President/CEO
Aglow International

JOIN US!
visit aglow.org

WE ARE CHANGING THE WORLD

YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR WORLD!

For more than 45 years, Aglow has been spreading
the light and power of the Gospel to change lives.
The real strength of this movement is its breadth
— displaying His power, dominion, and authority
in more than 170 nations on every continent
except Antarctica. Yet Aglow materials have even
made their way to that remote region!

How? By becoming part of this global movement
called Aglow International…

Ordinary women and men — 20,000 volunteer
leaders worldwide — touching 17 million lives
annually through:
• Local groups offering encouragement in the
Word, worship, prayer and personal ministry;
• Opportunities for each person to uncover
their incredible identity in Christ, and to use
their gifts for the Kingdom;
• A global prayer network with the capacity to
digitally raise 1 million intercessors;
• Bringing awareness and education
concerning critical Middle East issues, and
logging hundreds of thousands of hours of
corporate prayer for that region through
weekly conference calls;
• Evangelistic teams transforming many
nations and cities world-wide;
• Prison ministries reaching out to bring hope
to women, men and teens.
Aglow truly is a transformational Kingdom culture
with mindsets not of this world!

• Get involved in a local group, or better yet,
start one in your own community!
• Join our worldwide prayer network and
influence the world with your prayers.
• Take part in evangelistic and prayer trips.
• Attend our annual conference or a retreat
or a leader development event to further
enhance your Kingdom calling.
Join us in our goal to see women and men
carry His Presence into every town, village,
and city in the world. We want to give you
opportunities to pursue an ever-more radiant
relationship with God and be part of those who
bring freedom and empowerment to others.

